
Underdeck Timbaclad
Natural Timber Look, Durable Steel Base

Waterproof under your deck with



PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Underdeck is an Australian made and manufactured product designed to solve  industry problems for those who want to utilise 
there space underneath an  outdoor deck by keeping it dry during wet periods and also expanding their living space and outdoor 
area usage.

Underdeck transforms the unsightly underside of your outdoor decking into a desirable, beautiful and usable outdoor living area all 
year round.

Until now, there has been no easy way to cover the underside of your decking.

Underdeck panels catch the water dripping through the decking boards and channels the water away to the gutter running along 
the front edge.

Not only is Underdeck an ideal solution aesthetically, but it is also an efficient way of draining water while waterproofing your 
decking area.

LOW MAINTENANCE

The benefit of using Underdeck Panel over timber is the low maintenance factor. At most, maintenance of the Underdeck
Panel will require an occasional wash down to keep your facade looking great. Wash down is not necessarily a requirement, 
but an option for the property owner.

ENERGY EFFICIENT - TIMBACLAD ULTRA

Underdeck Panels are also available in our Underdeck Ultra 
finish, which includes a 20mm styrofoam backing, installed
to the rear hollow section of the panel. Whilst providing 
additional strength to the panel, its primary benefit is to assist
in the reduction of heat entering and exiting your property.

STRONG & DURABLE

Underdeck panels are manufactured on a strong and durable, corrosion resistant steel substrate, specifically designed to
withstand the harsh Australian climate.The top paint coat applied to the steel base, which achieves the timber finish, allows 
for long lasting protection and minimises any possibilities of paint chipping, flaking or blistering in normal weather
conditions. Underdeck panels are also made from a non-combustible base metal.

TIME & COST EFFECTIVE

Underdeck comes in our Timbaclad finishes and the full range of Colorbond colours
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Underdeck panels are lightweight and available in continuous
long lenght sheets. Due to those factors and the ease of instalation,
this allows for quick cover of large areas which assists in keeping 
time, labour and costs to a minimum.



PRODUCT OVERVIEW

CHARACTERISTICS

DESIGN AND SPECIFICATION

BENEFITS

» Low maintenance
» Cost effective
» Ease of installation via "tongue & groove" system
» Allows for natural ventilation to the building
» 100% recyclable
» Versatile and lightweight
» Durability of steel
» Moisture resistant finish
» Unaffaceted by termites and insects
» Suited for Australias harsh climate
» No sealing or top coating required

» Concealed fix cladding system
» Attractive recessed or express joint system
» Continuous flush surface finish
» Modern, clean look

Underdeck is available in 3 unique finishes, Mild
Mahogany, Natural Jarrah and Native Cherry, all
stocked and readily available at all times.
These colours reflect the natural finishes and grains of
timber, giving the client multiple choices to suit their
requirements.

» Vertical, horizontal and diagonal laying of panels
» Fully customised express joint width
» Endless possibilities for implementing design ideas
» Unlimited design scope for panel widths
» Colour matched accessories & flashing

Underdeck Panel
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Underdeck is available in all Colorbond colours, and
our 3 unique finishes, Mild Mahogany, Natural Jarrah
and Native Cherry, all stocked and readily available at
all times. These colours reflect the natural finishes and
grains of timber, giving the client multiple choices to
suit their requirements.

» Vertical, horizontal and diagonal laying of panels
» Fully customised express joint width
» Endless possibilities for implementing design ideas
» Unlimited design scope for panel widths
» Colour matched accessories & flashing
» Panels effectively cover 200mm
» All panels are cut to length
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

RECYCLED

Made from recycled metal that provides strength and resistance to the harshest of elements. 

ARCHITECTS

Now you have a product which will save money when you require waterproofing under decks and balconys, which 
requires no maintenance or painting. It looks modern and smart and is suitable for indoor and outdoor use.

IS IT JUST FOR HOMES

No. Underdeck is the perfect solution for both home and commercial solutions when waterproofing under a deck 
or balcony. It can be used as a ceiling on all types of applications, inside and out. 



Mild Mahogany                                                         Natural Jarrah                                                       Native Cherry

COLOUR RANGE



TESTIMONINALS

The work by Adrian Hunter and his team at www.underdeck.com.au aimed to finish a difficult part 
of our new house build.

Our original plans had no lower deck, so no provision was made for waterproofing this large area in 
the original upper deck design.

We had been told it was "impossible to retrofit a waterproofing solution"

We were thrilled when Adrian and his teams assessment visit culminated in a definitive solution. 
It exceeded our expectations in terms of cost and the speed which they could complete the work.

What we appreciated most about working with the Underdeck team was their punctuality, attention 
to detail and tidiness.

The job was completed within budget, on time and performs as promised.

The appearance has improved dramatically and now we finally have a larger, waterproofed lower 
deck area to enjoy.

I would recommend the Underdeck system unreservedly.

With sincerest thanks.

Kent & Liz

Glenbrook, NSW
before after



INSTALLATION & TEC HNI CAL 

 

Underdeck is a proprietary system which when installed 
creates a naturally ventilated airspace behind the 
panel.
The installation process involves laying our Underdeck 
panels on a metal or timber substructure in the form of 
a top hat or batten.
The Underdeck panels are fastened directly to the 
supporting structure using manufacturer approved 
fasteners, resulting in a fully concealed fixing method.
Underdeck panels are installed using a tongue and 
groove system creating a stunning expressed joint 
finish to the facade.

For walls between 60 - 90 degrees, a waterproof membrane must 
be installed behind the ventilation space.

All panels are required to be installed beginning from the top, 
working down towards the bottom of the project. The male side of 
the panel will be required to be facing up at all times.

Curved walls can only be achieved by using a vertical installation.
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MANUFACTURED BY
GROVETERN TIMBERLAST PTY LTD

ABN 73 104 202 057
SUITE 3C

574-576 WHITEHORSE RD
MITCHAM VIC 3132

FOR SALES & DISTRIBUTION INQUIRIES
ADRIAN HUNTER
P. 0417 591 113

E. HUNTERSALES@NETSPACE.NET.AU
 WWW.UNDERDECK.COM.AU

AVAILABLE FROM...


